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Jean-Pierre Menu voue à la chasse et à la pêche
sportive une passion dévorante. Il dévoile dans ce
livre les leçons tirées d'une expérience "planétaire"
peu commune et montre que la maîtrise du tir à balle
est l'affaire d'une longue préparation morale,
physique et matérielle dont il détaille avec minutie
les tenants et les aboutissants - choix des
cartouches, des calibres, de l'arme, du point visé selon l'animal chassé. La lecture de cette nouvelle
édition, augmentée des nouvelles tables balistiques
et des nouveaux calibres, est un préliminaire
indispensable pour quiconque veut se lancer dans la
pratique de la chasse au grand gibier.
The Zambezi Incident begins on a safari in the
African bush that ends in a deadly encounter with
smugglers. A professional hunter is in the bush with
his client when their group is attacked by three men.
The reason for the assault becomes apparent when
it is discovered that the attackers are al-Qaeda
operatives who are carrying diamonds that are worth
millions. The hunter soon realizes that he has
become a target for deadly terrorists. His adventure
takes him from Africa to the financial centers of
Europe and the Caymans. He finally settles to a rural
retreat in America where he is joined by his beautiful
lover from Zimbabwe. Al-Qaeda terrorists murder
innocents in their pursuit of the hunter and
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themselves become targets of revenge.
Discover how fifty great firearms influenced and
helped shape our world. World history has always
been interwoven with developments in firearms
technology and so is peppered with legendary guns.
Since the invention of gunpowder, nations have
raced to create more useful and powerful firearms
with which to protect, conquer, and hunt. 50 Guns
That Changed the World explores the most
significant firearms from the past two hundred years,
from deadly weapons of war to quaint plinking guns.
Included are: Winchester Model 1873 Colt 1911
Mauser Model 98 M1 Garand Ruger 10/22 AK-47
AR-15 Benelli M2 Glock G17 Barrett 82A1 Discover
the history, design details, operation, variants, and
users of each firearm, illustrated with archival
photography from the manufacturers and of the guns
in action. Firearms enthusiasts, history buffs,
hunters, and shooters will all find something to
marvel at in this gorgeous full-color book. Skyhorse
Publishing is proud to publish a broad range of
books for hunters and firearms enthusiasts. We
publish books about shotguns, rifles, handguns,
target shooting, gun collecting, self-defense, archery,
ammunition, knives, gunsmithing, gun repair, and
wilderness survival. We publish books on deer
hunting, big game hunting, small game hunting, wing
shooting, turkey hunting, deer stands, duck blinds,
bowhunting, wing shooting, hunting dogs, and more.
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While not every title we publish becomes a New
York Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we
are committed to publishing books on subjects that
are sometimes overlooked by other publishers and
to authors whose work might not otherwise find a
home.
The encyclopedia of the newspaper industry.
From the dazzling temples of the Acropolis to the
strange and enigmatic glyphs of the Maya, Ancient
Civilizations takes readers on a fascinating journey
back in time. This richly illustrated book explores the
beliefs, rituals, arts and myths of ancient cultures
across the world, beginning with the first civilizations
of the Fertile Crescent and progressing to the early
Middle Ages. Informative, accessible text and
gorgeous, detailed photographs of art work and
sacred sites give readers real insight into our ancient
ancestors' daily lives. Special emphasis is given to
symbols, sacred texts, religious ceremonies, gods
and goddesses, visions of the cosmos, and sacred
sites. If you've ever felt drawn to the magic, legends,
and mysteries of the past, this is the perfect book for
both reading pleasure and reference.
What’s happened to the ethos? stuprant natura | As
Good as it Gets More on monolythic bullets | All tied
up Essential loops and hitches 1 | Book Reviews
Game Animals of the World | African adventurers of
yesteryear The Maneating lions of Tsavo: Troubles
with the workmen | Africa - the good news The good
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news from Africa African Bush Cuisine Stuffed
Francolin Breasts | Make a PlanMaking primitive fire
True North Born into an Epic
This multi-volume set is a primary source for basic company
and industry information. Names, addreses, SIC code, and
geographic location of over 135,000 U.S. companies are
included.
A resource with two hundred color photographs includes
complete up-to-date information on new products,
specifications, and prices for thousands of firearms and
related equipment, and offers feature articles written by
experts and comprehensive ballistictables.
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The selection of a rifle for use in the sporting pursuit of
Tyrannosaurus rex, a rexGun, is so deserving of
thoughtful assessment and requires such careful
consideration because your life, and the lives of those in
your hunting party, may very well depend upon it. The
question of how much gun is truly enough to provide a
reasonable chance of success against a T. rex is
critically important. This work examines the history, use,
and terminal ballistics of bullets, cartridges, and rifles
suitable for use hunting T. rex. It offers advice and
unique formulae that can aid a hunter in the selection of
appropriate cartridges and bullets. And, it explores T. rex
in ways never before seen in print. Included are
numerous photographs and detailed tables. And, to aid
with shot placement, a Target Areas Diagram of a
Tyrannosaurus rex. Hunters, gun enthusiasts, and
dinosaur fans will all find rexGun intriguing, exciting, and
hard to put down.
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Simply the best guide to all things cartridge, from the
most trusted name in guns.
FIELD & STREAM, America’s largest outdoor sports
magazine, celebrates the outdoor experience with great
stories, compelling photography, and sound advice while
honoring the traditions hunters and fishermen have
passed down for generations.
Shares insider hints, stories from the range and field, and
hands-on guidance for the first-time gun owner and the
seasoned veteran alike, offering advice on choosing the right
gun, increasing shot accuracy, and staying safe.
A Rhino in the bathroom: Living with Jimmy ? Survival Kit for
Adventurers: Sure you’re ready for the bush? ? Shooting
Hell’s Gate: Fishing in spectacular Mozambique ? The
Parable of the Warthog and the Wildebeest: Learning to wait
for the best ? River Danger: Bilharzia in Africa ? Diana in
Africa: Lady hunters on the dark continent ? Destinations:
Central Kalahari ? The Ancient Craft:Knifemaking in South
Africa ? African Bush Cuisine: Impala Sosaties and Morogo ?
True North: A Nice Guy
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